Tour : 〈1Day Tour〉Cherry Blossoms & Canola Flower with
All-You-Can-Eat Strawberry Picking
Itinerary
07:45 a.m.

Departure from Shinjuku / MAP
Shinjuku Station West Exit Mode Gakuen Cocoon Tower Front
〈Highway〉

10:00 a.m.

Izu Fruits Park (90 min)
Japanese Style Lunch.
Enjoy Japanese style Lunch with Whitebait Steamed Rice!
All-You-Can-Eat Strawberry Picking

01:00 p.m.

Kawazu Cherry Blossom Festival at Kawazu River (60～90 min)
Enjoy watching the Kawazu Cherry Blosso

3:00 p.m.

Numazu Gourmet Road Station
Shop for signature items in Izu/ Around 30 mins
※Kawazu Cherry Blossom Festival held from 10th February to 10th March.
〈Highway〉

06:00 p.m.

Arrival at Shinjuku

Kawazu-cho is situated on the southern east coast of the Izu Peninsular. It takes nearly 2 and half hours to go there
from Tokyo on an express train.
It will be in full bloom through the approximately one month beginning to bloom from early February every year
taking advantage of the features of the mild climate and the early flowering of Izu.
Kawazu-zakura is characterized by its earlier and longer blossom as well as deeper pink than those of ordinary
someiyoshino.

The Kawazu-zakura festival is usually held for one month from the beginning of February to the beginning of March.
Along the banks of the Kawazu river are cherry trees more than 2km. in length.

All-You-Can-Eat Strawberry Picking
The high set cultivation, to protect from dirt, such as mud, you can enjoy the feel free to strawberry hunting while
standing.
have "condensed milk milk" is attached with us. "Condensed milk Milk" You can change your freely.
Since the in the house where there is a roof, fruit picking can be enjoyed regardless of the weather.

*Please be noted that you cannot change the scheduled return location after the tour.

*In case of traffic congestion or any other uncontrollable reasons, may lead to changes on tour schedule or time
shorten in each sightseeing spots, please be noted in advance.
*Base on the traffic and road conditions, time staying at Cherry Blossom viewing area may be shortened.
*Tour is scheduled as listed hour, however may subject to change due to traffic condition.

Included
- Other admission fees
- Transportation costs included in the tour
- Lunch

Guide/Conductor
English Translation

Price
Adult

JPY 9,980

Remarks
- Though this tour product is set based on the flower blooming season of the past years, the best viewing time
depends on the weather condition. Please kindly be noted and understood.
- Regarding the cherry blossom viewing, the destination will be changed as below. [From January 25th to early
February] Lover’s Cape and Matsubara Park [After middle February] Kawazuzakura Cherry Blossom River
- Regarding strawberry picking, depends on ripeness there is a chance that strawberries picked in advance will be
distributed and shared to tour participants for tasting or as gift.

